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ABOUT THE ORGANIZATIONS
Kestrel Land Trust conserves and cares for forests, farms, and riverways in the Pioneer Valley of
Western Massachusetts, while nurturing an enduring love of the land.
To learn more about Kestrel Land Trust, visit our website, www.kestreltrust.org.
Eagle Eye Institute is a nonprofit organization based in Western Mass creating opportunities for
youth from urban communities, especially youth of color, to learn about, make connections
with, and play an active role in caring for the natural world.
To learn more about Eagle Eye Institute, visit our website, www.eagleeyei.org.

Welcome to Fort River Trail at the Conte Refuge!
This is a 2.1-mile trail loop in Hadley that is fully accessible to wheelchairs, strollers, and the
blind. The trail passes through river lands, forests, and grasslands.
In this packet, find information and activities about migratory birds, along with spring flora
(plants) and fauna (animals) identification, a game packet, and a reflection activity.
All games can be played anywhere along the loop. For the best experience with the migratory
birds activities, go to the second-to-last lookout on the suggested loop detailed in the trail map
on page 2.
Can’t make it to the Fort River Trail? No problem!
Many of the activities in this packet can be done in any natural area close to you. Try out the
game packet and spring flora and fauna identification guide at any park, backyard, or outdoor
space.
The activities in this packet focus on migratory birds. For a similar experience, try to go to a
place with meadows and open land. A good alternative location is MassAudubon’s Arcadia
Wildlife Sanctuary in Easthampton.

Boardwalk on Fort River Trail
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WHAT IS LAND CONSERVATION?
Look down at the ground below your feet and up around you. If you are at a state park, town
conservation area, national wildlife refuge, or property owned by a land trust like Kestrel Land
Trust, you are standing on land that has been conserved forever.

Have you heard the word conservation before?
What do you think it means?
Why do you think this?

Conservation is the preservation or protection of something. In this case, land conservation
means that we are protecting land from human development, such as putting up shopping
malls, apartments, or houses. It also means that we are caring for the land, such as picking up
trash, keeping trails clear for walking, making sure wildlife have safe places to live, and checking
on the land regularly to make sure it’s not being used in ways that could harm it.
Why might we want to protect the land?
Conserving our farms, forests, and wetlands ensures that we all have clean drinking water,
healthy food, clean air, and natural places to go outdoors. It also makes sure that all the other
plants and animals who use the land have places to live and raise their young, which we call
their habitat. Conserving land can also help protect us from the impacts of climate change, such
as hotter summers and flooding from increased rain.
What do you think you can do to help protect the land you love?
● Pick up trash near you
● Observe wildlife from a distance
● Write to your local government and express why land conservation is important to you
● Share what you learn and like about nature with your friends and family
To learn more about why we conserve the land, visit Kestrel’s webpage.
Kestrel Land Trust and Eagle Eye Institute acknowledge that we are on the ancestral land of the
Nipmuc and Pocumtuc People, who have stewarded this land throughout generations and
continue to do so. We pay our respect to past, present, and future generations.
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GAME PACKET
Try out some of these games at the conservation areas!
Meet a Tree

Materials needed:
● Blindfold, bandana, or something else to cover eyes
● Area with at least a couple of trees
Directions:
With a partner, decide who will be blindfolded first. After the person is blindfolded, the other
person should gently guide them to a nearby tree. Allow the blindfolded person to spend some
time with the tree and get to know it. Touch it, smell it, and hug it. After a couple of minutes,
the person without the blindfold should lead the blindfolded person back to the starting point.
Remove the blindfold. Move around without the blindfold and guess which tree your partner
brought you to. After three guesses, the person who originally was not wearing the blindfold
should lead their partner to the tree. Return to the starting point, and switch roles - the person
who was not originally wearing the blindfold should now wear it, and the blindfolded person in
the first round should be the guide. Repeat.
Do as many rounds as you’d like! You can also switch locations for a different experience.
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Observation Game
Materials needed:
● Pencil and paper (if wanted, but not necessary)
Directions:
With a partner, spend five minutes individually searching for a natural object (such as a stick,
rock, pebble, leaf, tree bark, feather, etc) in the area around you. (Please do not pick up or
remove anything living, such as a live critter, moss, or a branch on a tree). After a couple of
minutes come back together with your natural objects but don’t show each other. Stand back to
back. Decide who will describe their object first. Describe the object and have your partner try
to guess what it is. Switch roles and repeat.
To make this game slightly more challenging, give each person a writing utensil and paper. As
your partner describes the object, try to draw it. Compare your drawing to the object.
Alternatively, repeat the activity as written, but instead ask questions to guess the object. Your
partner can only respond with yes or no answers, e.g. “Is it round?” “Yes.”

Stack the Rocks
Materials needed:
● A site with many rocks (Amethyst Brook Conservation Area or another Kestrel property
with a stream running through it would be an excellent place). Please do not do this
activity in the Fort River at the Silvio O. Conte site.
Directions:
This game is as simple as it sounds! Gather rocks in the area around you. Stack and balance the
rocks on top of each other. The easiest way to begin is to stack by size. Start with a larger, flatter
rock on the bottom. To make the game more difficult, use smaller rocks on the bottom. The
game continues until your rock stack is as high as it can go.
You can also turn this game into a competition by setting a timer and seeing who can create the
tallest rock stack in a certain amount of time.
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SPRING FLORA AND FAUNA OF THE VALLEY
Look up and down and all around! Can you identify any of the plants, trees, and animals
surrounding you?
Use this guide to identify some of the common species in the Valley during spring. Think you’ve
got them down? Use the Nature Bingo sheet at any conservation area and try to find them.
PLANTS:
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TREES:

ANIMALS:
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NATURE BINGO BOARDS:

EARLY SPRING NATURE BINGO
Keep your eyes peeled and see if you can find them all...

Trillium

Hemlock

Sugar Maple

Squirrel

Trout Lily

Dandelion

Skunk Cabbage

Painted Turtle

American Robin
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LATE SPRING/EARLY SUMMER NATURE BINGO
Keep your eyes peeled and see if you can find them all...

Chipmunk
American Robin

Squirrel

Lady Slipper

Skunk Cabbage

Painted Turtle

Hemlock

Dandelion

Sugar Maple
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ALL ABOUT TRAILS
Learn how to identify a trail and try out this art project at home or in the woods!
Have you ever gone walking through the woods? What were you walking on? How did you know
where you were going?
We use trail markers to help guide us on walks and hikes. Trail markers help us get to our
destination and back again. Look up at the trees - do you see painted shapes? Maybe a plastic
circle? These are trail markers!
Trail markers come in many shapes and sizes:

No Trees? No Problem!
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TRAILHEAD MARKER CRAFT
A trailhead is the place where a trail begins. Trailheads can be marked in many different ways - a
sign, three blazes forming an upward triangle, even self-portrait trailheads!
We are going to create our own nature trailheads. Hang these on your door, favorite tree, or
fridge to mark the start to your own “trail” in your yard or house (or the door to the food)!
What you’ll need:
Take a couple of minutes to go outside. Collect rocks, twigs, leaves, berries, grass, feathers, or
any other natural materials you can find. We are going to use these to make our trailhead! You’ll
also need:
● A sheet of paper or cardboard in either a circle or rectangle
● Something sticky to glue your natural materials too (liquid glue works best!)
● Pens, markers, pencils, paint, or anything else to draw
● Your creativity
Now…create!
Arrange and glue the natural materials on your piece of paper or cardboard. Draw and color
where you see fit. Perhaps you can make a self-portrait or your favorite animal using the natural
materials.
Below is an example of a self-portrait trailhead marker:

Once you are finished, hang your trailhead to mark the start of your trail!
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Guide to Reading Paint Blazes:
Use this to help decipher the paint blazes. Next time you’re on a trail, put your skills to the test!
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MIGRATORY BIRDS
This activity is best done at the second-to-last lookout point on the Silvio. O Conte trail loop (see
map on page 2).
Silvio O. Conte Refuge is located in the Connecticut River watershed, which serves as habitat to
many migratory birds. Can you spot any of the birds below?
Examples of Birds at Silvio O. Conte Refuge:
American Kestrel

The smallest of the North American falcons, the kestrel can be seen hovering over meadows
looking for prey (usually small rodents and grasshoppers). Kestrels will nest in stand-alone trees
or use tall wooden nest boxes we put up for them. Can you spot any of the nest boxes? How
many can you spot?
Kestrel Land Trust helps to provide habitat for and monitor the kestrel population through a
project called The Kestrel Nest Box Project. Learn more here!
Barn Swallow

Barn swallows are quite common across New England.
They can be found feeding in open spaces such as fields
and meadows as well as on the sides of roads. Look for a
small bird with a blue back and tail with feathers that
give the tail a fork shape.
Similar to kestrels, barn swallows mostly feed on insects
including flies, beetles, ants, and the occasional
grasshopper.
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Red-bellied Woodpecker

Although it is not likely that you will find this bird in the meadow, look up at the trees when you
are in the woods. Do you see a bright red head and a black and white striped back? You are
most likely looking at a red-bellied woodpecker!
Woodpeckers nest in holes in trees and fence posts. Similar to the barn swallow and kestrel, the
red-bellied woodpecker eats a diet of mostly insects although they will also eat nuts and
berries.
What is migration?
The birds above are migratory birds.
● What do you think this word might mean?
Bird migration has to do with travelling. For many birds, this means the seasonal movement of
birds to one location and then back again. This happens year after year and many birds will
follow the same route. Birds tend to fly southwards as the days shorten and the weather
becomes colder in autumn and then back to northern regions in spring when the days grow
longer and there is food and habitat for making nests and raising babies (breeding).
Why do you think birds may migrate?
● Warmer weather (water is not frozen over)
● Food
● Habitat for breeding
Birds can travel thousands of miles to migrate. We live in the Connecticut River watershed
which serves as one of the major migration corridors for birds. This means that many birds pass
through this area every year during their migration.
Why do you think birds are attracted to this area?
What do you think we can do to protect the habitat for migratory birds?
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BIRD FLAPPING ACTIVITY
Credit to the Museum of Science, Bird Flight Patterns.
Learn more about flight patterns here or go to
https://virtualexhibits.mos.org/bird-flight-patterns/

Try this silly activity during your walk!
Many birds flap their wings in a pattern during
flight—we call these flight patterns.
Can you flap in the patterns like the birds below?
Types of Flight Patterns:
● Direct
o These birds fly by continuously flapping their wings up and down using large,
strong wing beats. Crows and Canada geese use direct flight patterns.
● Flap-and-glide
o These birds flap their wings for a little while and then hold their wings out to
glide before flapping again. This pattern repeats! Swallows, such as the barn
swallow, use this pattern.
● Soaring
o These birds spread their wings and rarely flap! They rely on pockets of air to help
them drift through the sky. Eagles and turkey vultures use this flight pattern.
● Undulating
o These birds alternate between bursts of flapping and glides with their wings out.
Unlike the flap-and-glide birds, these birds do not fly in a straight line, but rather
an up and down pattern. Woodpeckers often use this flight pattern.
Now…it’s your turn! Your arms have suddenly become wings. Can you flap in each of these
patterns?
Follow-up Questions:
What are the flight patterns of the birds you see in the meadow?

What is your favorite flapping pattern?
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YOUR CONNECTION TO THE LAND
We hope you enjoyed exploring some of the natural areas close to you. Talk about these
follow-up questions from your adventures with your partner.
Thinking About the Land:
1. What was your favorite part
about being outside today?
2. Did you learn anything new
from this kit? What are you
excited to learn more about?
3. Think about the land that
matters most to you. This
could be your backyard, a
park close to your home, a
garden, etc. What do you
think you can do to help take
care of the land you love?
4. Let’s think a little broader. What are some
environmental issues you see in your community? Examples include flooding, trash on
the streets, deforestation, loss of animal habitat, no fresh fruits or vegetables in the
grocery store near you. How can we address some of these issues?
Want to get involved with land conservation?
You can! No matter your age or background, there are many opportunities to be a good
neighbor to the plants and animals that live in our communities.
Suggestions:
● Look for volunteer opportunities with your local land trust or conservation group.
● Start small, think big!
○ Picking up trash in your neighborhood
○ Plant potted flowers for bees
○ Put out a bird feeder
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